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Introduction

Hi Fellow Marketer!

This is Dominic Tay together with Winson Yeung from BacklinksAutomation.com.

Over the last few months ever since we started our backlink building service, we have
received closed to 50 emails and Private Messages shooting us questions related to link
building and SEO in general. And that's when we realized that most of the questions
asked were actually the same!

That's also when we thought, "Hey, since so many of these questions are being asked
all the time, let's compile it into a free report and give it away to fellow Warriors as our
way of giving back to the community!"

Of course, there are 2 things we want to add upon what we've just said:

One, we're doing this NOT just out of good will. Winson and I have been dealing with
plenty of email support and PMs and we want to cut it down by answering the questions
that we get most of the time, often from fellow Warriors who know that we are offering
link building services.

Two, we're doing this NOT just out of good will and to cut down our support tickets, but
also to build our reputation as the good ol' honest internet marketers (and Warriors) who
are truly interested to help marketers like you to succeed.

http://backlinksautomation.com/go.php?offer=JonnyT
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And to do that, we are giving you 100% giveaway rights meaning that you can pass this
report around freely to anyone whom you think might be benefit from the information
shared in this report.

We're going to keep this short and straight to the point because we don't want to waste
your time. (Yes, we all know that time is precious!)

So let's head right into the 7 FAQs in SEO Link Building, starting with...

Question #1: Why Aren't The New Backlinks Built
Showing Up In The Backlinks Checkers?

If you have used backlink checkers like Yahoo! Site Explorer to check the number of
"inlinks" or backlinks to your site, you might notice that although you've just had 80
backlinks built for you, only 10 or lesser show up.

Does it mean that you are wasting your money?

Well, the answer is of course... No!

Strangely, most of the backlink checkers are not able to register all the backlinks that
we've built for you. And based on our personal experience, this is a common issue!

Despite this 'problem', you most probably will still find your websites rising up the search
engine rankings. Again, this is where faith and determination comes into the picture and
both Dominic and I cannot stress enough how important these elements are in SEO.

So if we can't rely on backlink checker tools, what can we rely on to determine if our
SEO efforts are paying off?

The answer is your search engine rankings.

Track your search engine rankings after at least a 3 month period and see for yourself
the excellent rankings you have because of our link building campaign.

I'm saying this because I realized that some of our clients leave after the first month of
service, after seeing little or no improvement in their site rankings.

Realize that link building and other SEO strategies take time to produce their excellent
effects. Remember, have faith and determination and we'll see you at the top for your
search engine rankings.
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Question #2: Will Google Penalize My Site if a
Webpage with Multiple Links (e.g. Link Farm) Links
to Me?

It's true that Google dislikes link farms, and you've probably heard of how Google
slapped this sites and drop their rankings after they are discovered.

With that said, think along this line. Webmasters like us do not have control over which
sites link to our sites, so isn't it unfair to be penalized if a link farm links to our website?
You bet.

And if that's true (and if you're into blackhat), we can easily sabotage our competitors'
rankings by setting up a link farm using free webhosting services and put their sites
along with thousands of links there, and submit a complaint to Google.

However, it doesn't work that way and so, do not worry if a link farm is linking to you.
After all, link farms often have low PageRanks and a high number of outgoing links, so
the 'link juice' you're going to get is so little it can be negligible.

With that said, DO NOT ever link to a link farm or attempt to put 'hidden links' in your
pages. You know, those links that are blended into the background color (e.g. <a
href="http://www.yourdomain.com" style="color:white">Keyword</a>).

Question #3: Should I Build Backlinks to Inner-
Pages or Directly To My Homepage?

Honestly, it really depends on you. But what I've realized is that when you rank for the
inner page, most likely your homepage will be "pulled" up along with the inner pages in
the search engine. So what's going to happen is that you're going to have multiple
listing of the same domain, for the same keyword!

Personally, I have built backlinks to both homepages and inner pages and I've not really
seen a big difference in the results.

However putting ourselves as Google to win them in their game, what would be more
natural in your case? People Iinking to your inner pages or direct to your homepage?
Here's a good example:

If you have a blog, it will be more natural to link direct to the specific post optimized with
the keyword you are targeting. On the other hand, if you have are aiming to target for
keywords such as "social bookmarking service", then you can just link directly to your
homepage which will most probably a salescopy.
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Question #4: Isn't It True That We Should Only
Build Incoming Links That Are Relevant To My Site?

I know where most people get the idea from. After all, getting relevant backlinks to your
site is preached by most of the top internet marketing experts.

However based on my personal sites and success, I can tell you that building
backlinking links from irrelevant sites also boost your Search Engine rankings.

Please do not ask me why because frankly I can't give you a logical reply. However, I
can tell you that most of the sites linking to our internet marketing sites are actually
sports, news and education sites that have little or nothing to do with Internet Marketing.
But the strange thing is that our site is still rising in search engine rankings despite all
that.

With that said, it doesn't harm to have relevant sites pointing to your site because the
traffic that you're going to get will more targeted and they can result in sales.

But where SEO is concerned, do you need relevant sites to link to you to rank better in
search engines? Nope!

Question #4: Why Did My Site Drop In Rankings
After Backlink Building? What Happened?

Winson and I get this question all the time. Perhaps you already know that this is
common in the SEO community.

Personally, this has happened to all my sites before - I would be doing link building to
my sites and all of a sudden, my site dropped drastically in search engine rankings for
the keyword I am targeting for. What happened?

This is known as the Google Dance - this is what happens when Google updates their
index. Frankly, I do not know what really happens but I refer to it as the "stock market"
pattern. Here's why...

Just like a stock market, there will be ups and downs. Using the analogy, our search
engine rankings go up and down as well. However what's going to happen is that our
search engine rankings might seem to be going down at times, but as compared to our
search engine rankings BEFORE we start our link building, it is actually still an increase.

So my bottomline is this: Do not worry about your search engine rankings fluctuating.
I've got sites that dropped behind 10 pages in the Google search engine results for 2
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weeks. But when they came back, they are at a far better search engine position than
they were before they dropped in rankings.

Many internet marketers would grab their hair in frustration and run around like crazy
freaks when their sites drop in rankings, but if your site dropped in rankings, I'd
congratulate you instead of sharing the worry.

Why?

Because most of the time based on my personal experience, I know that my sites are
going to rank far better when it comes back.

Question #5: Wouldn't My Sites Be Banned By
Google If I Buy Links To My Sites?

Most people had this idea after reading what Google wrote in their Quality Guidelines:
"Don’t participate in link schemes designed to increase your site's ranking or
PageRank."

And let's not forget the fact that Matt Cutts, the Google engineer, is largely responsible
for spreading this "buying links is forbidden" message around the internet.

So is buying links really illegal in the eyes of Google? Our take? It depends... It might be
true that Google have their own algorithm to detect paid links (most probably by
detecting if there's reciprocal backlinking), however, truth is that it isn't that easy to
figure out which links are paid.

Think about this...

If there is reciprocal link building (that means I'll link to your site if you link to mine), it's
pretty obvious that there is something going on. (And this is why reciprocal backlinking
doesn't work as well as before.)

However if it's just a one-way link from a website or a blog with quality content, Google
cannot possibly determine if the link is bought.
And even if they do figure it out, it's most probable they simply won't count the backlinks
as a vote. It wouldn't make sense to ban entire sites because they bought text-link ads
on other sites.
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Question #6: How Come Blogs That Duplicated
Content From EzineArticles Shows Up In The
Search Rankings And Ranked Better While The
Original Copy At Ezinearticles Didn't Appear In The
Search Term?

That's the duplicate content filter working. Usually, Google will rank the content from the
original site, in this case, Ezinearticles. However, sometimes Google does get it wrong
and they wrongly determine that Ezinearticles is the one with the duplicate content
instead.

So first, let's understand how Google determines which copy is duplicate content.
According to a post in SearchEngineLand.com, there are 4 steps Search Engines use to
determine duplicate content...

1. First, the search engine will determine the source the content is discovered first, and
how many copies of the exact content is discovered previously by their bots

2. It starts comparing the copies, and discards those pages that may come from spam
blogs, or blacklisted IPs

3. Next, it determines the link popularity and the sources of the backlinks

4. Lastly, it finds out which page is discovered first and together with the information in
Step 3, it determines which copy will be considered to be the original content

In this case, the search engine has determined that the article in Ezinearticles is a
duplicated content.

Most probably, the site that is appearing in the search engines has beat the article URL
at Ezinearticles in terms of popularity and relevancy.

Question #7: Do I Really Need to Register My
Domain for 5+ Years To Rank Well In Search
Engines?

Before you start buying your next domain name for 5 years, hoping that it's easier for
you to rank, stop and read this answer.
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When asked if the Expiration Period of a domain affects the search engine rankings,
Google actually commented, "Not every TLD publishes their expiration dates, but even if
they did, why would the expiration date be the determining factor when comparing two
similar sites? A year, the minimum time to register a domain name, is pretty long in
internet time."

Bottomline? You don't have to register your domain for 5 years to rank well in search
engines!

Personally, most of our sites are only registered for 1 year until we determine that the
website is a money-maker.

I know this information is going to cut the profits of Domain Registration companies but
Winson and I just got to get it out. (if you work for a domain registration company,
please do not send us hate mails... Kidding!)
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Conclusion

Winson and I sincerely wish that this report have blown away many of the myths and
questions you might have when it comes to SEO Link Building.

If you have any questions regarding SEO Link Building or more knowledge that you'd
like to share with us, simply drop us an email us at support@backlinksautomation.com

And by the way, if you've been wondering what BacklinksAutomation is all about, in a
nutshell, it's a monthly link building membership that Winson and I started a while back
due to popular request in WarriorForum via PMs.

In BacklinksAutomation, our clients will receive manually-built 60 fresh and unique
backlinks to their websites...every single month. And unlike most link building services
which support only 2 - 3 websites, we support link building up to 5 websites.

So far, we have helped over 127 marketers improve their search engine rankings. If
that's what you need - to get better visibility online, then you are always welcomed to
join our membership so we can help you and your business.

We're looking forward to have you onboard...

Founders of www.BacklinksAutomation.com,
The Service Proven To Get Better
Search Engine Rankings For Over
127 Marketers

mailto:support@backlinksautomation.com
http://backlinksautomation.com/go.php?offer=JonnyT
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More About Backlinks Automation...

In real simple terms, BacklinksAutomation merely gives Google what they want, and
gives you what you want and need to build profitable and sustainable sites right now.

Google Gets What They Want

Steady Backlink Growth

Having hundreds of backlinks built to your sites all at once is the
surest way to rise the red flag and get your site sandboxed by
Google, especially if your site is relatively new (less than 3 months)

What Google wants is a steady increase in the backlinks pointing
to your sites over a period of time.

Our service delivers does exactly that. We will build 60 unique
backlinks from different domains to 5 of your websites each
month to mimic natural growth in popularity of your site.

Backlinks With Unique IP Addresses

Google only counts backlinks from different geographic locations.
So if all your links come from web sites that are hosted from the
same hosting company, from the same IP address, or from similar
Class C IP addresses, Google will simply ignore them.

With that in mind, we've trained our SEO team to make sure that all
the 60 backlinks belong to different Class C IP addresses so that
each backlink you get makes a positive impact on your search
engine rankings.
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Dofollow Incoming Links

You probably already know that dofollow links are getting rarer by
the minute.

With that said, we do not just get backlinks from any sites - We only
collect and build dofollow links to your sites to make sure that
every single backlink counts, so you get the most out of your
investment.

Incoming Links From Authority Sites With High Google
PageRank

Google wants to see high Pagerank authority sites linking to you
because they believe that it is an indication of how popular and
authoritative your site is.

So the more sites with higher Pagerank linking to your site, the
higher the popularity of your site in Google's eyes. And the higher
the popularity of your site, the better your search engine rankings
will be.

And in our backlinking service, we are not even talking about
incoming links with only Pagerank 2 or 3. We're talking about
building HIGH authority backlinks with Pagerank 4 and above.

Natural Linking Activity

The last thing Google wants to see is to have thousands of
backlinks coming from websites/pages with similar digital footprints.

No one really knows the algorithm Google uses to track but if all the
websites linking to you follows a similar pattern, has a common text
phrase, uses the same website theme, or all the sites have a similar
WHOIS, it's definitely going to raise red flag in Google.

I mean, all this kind of stuff can be detected by a smart internet
marketer using Google's search engines, backlink checking tools
and WHOIS.net. And if any marketers can do this, you can bet that
Google can too.

To avoid leaving any digital footprints, usually a result of using
automated tools, all our work is done by humans (our SEO team),
not robots or search engine ranking software so it does not leave
any digital traces or weird codes which will only leave your sites
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banned by Google.

Plus, we do not engage in any form of blackhat activities. Our
backlinks building service to is 100% white-hat and legal so you
don't have to worry about being banned by any search engines...

You Get What You Want

Complete Automation

It only takes you less than 15 minutes to get started with our 'set and
forget' system and once that's done, our SEO Team will take over
from there. All you're left to do is to enjoy the benefits that will come
after having better search engine rankings.

This frees you hours of time that you can now use to focus on
building more websites or driving more traffic through other methods
like article submission.

The a nutshell, the days of tedious and tiring blog commenting,
forum posting and building backlinks is over!

One Way High Authority Backlinks

Unlike other SEO services, you do not have to add any reciprocal
URLs or link to any 3rd party external sites which might leave digital
footprints for Google.

All the backlinks you'll get from BacklinksAutomation is ONE-WAY
so you do not lose any Pagerank or SEO 'juice'.

60 Unique Backlinks to 5 Of Your Websites

If you have only 3 websites or lesser and you plan to keep it that
way, this will not affect you. But what if you're like me and you plan
to make lots of money from different niches and you want to have
more than 3 websites and/or blogs?

Other similar SEO services will only allow a maximum of 3 websites
per account and to build backlinks to additional sites will cost you
even more.

After speaking to our clients and realizing that most of them have
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more than 3 websites, we are now offering our clients the best R.O.I
by building them backlinks to a maximum of 5 of their websites.

No Setup/Installation of Scripts on Your Site

You run absolutely zero risk because with our service, you don't
have to install unknown scripts that might compromise the security
of your hosting account or websites.

Peace of mind. We have helped over 128 internet marketers
through our backlinking services and received positive reviews from
them. Our link building service is well established so you can trust
and depend on our excellent work to improve search engine
rankings for your sites.

>> Go To BacklinksAutomation Main Page <<
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